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hkh191 i'm using this spawned in with menyoo didn't change any settings when doing so and the
ped won't stay in a vehicle keeps getting in and out. i'm new to gta modding should i have done

something to settings when spawning her in thanks for any help! hkh191 how come no one is talking
about how broken this mod is is there a way to get the sourcecode for this mod.. im tired of the

targeting menu (it's broken) and having the the set companion to player one posisition or whatever
it's called is broken. cool mod but it needs to be fixed. and that part of it has allays been broken,

someone help this dude fix his mod or is there something else in the dll that's the primary reason for
distributing this mod why would you leave something as cool as this, broken for so long get rid of all
the bullshit and the targeting menu. it's like there's an event that triggers the stop hanging out part

of the code but then a right button hangout doesn't option doesn't appear. and why do i have to
change a value in the data file to get companions to spawn how come that isn't already set in the
data file when i download it it's not even mentioned in the instruction. oh by the way user for this

mod to even operate you have to change a value to get it work. from the makers of payday.overkills
the walking dead is made by overkill software, the developers of payday: the heist and payday 2.

overkill is a blend of industry veterans, freshly graduated specialists and great partners. our passion
is to create kick-ass cooperative action games together with our community. we set our own

deadlines, production rules and design our own pipeline a truly inspired gameplay machine. we live
and die by our gameplay.
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industry veterans, freshly graduated specialists and great partners. Our passion is to create kick-ass
cooperative action games together with our community. We set our own deadlines, production rules
and design our own pipeline a truly inspired gameplay machine. We live and die by our gameplay.
PAYDAY: The Heist is an action packed first person shooter that lets players take on the role of a

hardened career criminal executing intense, dynamic heists in constant pursuit of the next big score.
Load out with an array of weaponry and equipment and navigate six high-stake heists with three

other live or A.I. Co-Op partners in crime. 5ec8ef588b
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